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CHAPTER 1591

Heilong’s father’s eyes were full of madness.

The brothers smiled bitterly.

Once the covenant of the gods is broken, the world can be messed up.

Not only Erudia, there will be chaos all over the world.

“Don’t worry, even if I don’t break the covenant of the gods, someone will break it! I just
did what they all wanted to do but didn’t dare to do it!”

“That’s true!”

“Ma sent my order to go down, gather all our staff quietly, ready to go anytime!”

“At that time there may be a big battle, Yan Dragon Guard dares to stop it, and then Yan
Dragon Guard will be destroyed!”

Black Dragon father ordered.

the other side.

Levi Garrison didn’t take Messiah’s warning at all. ..

Three days will arrive in a blink of an eye.

The person in charge of the Qianlong Project base brought a large group of people
menacingly.



“Don’t you want to admit your mistakes?”

“Until now, do you still think what you are doing is right?”

Levi Garrison nodded: “Yes, not wrong.”

“Then we can only put you in jail! After all, what you have done is too big!”

“Whatever, come and catch! But I will convince you! Let you know that you made the
same mistake again!”

Levi Garrison laughed.

Originally, he couldn’t ignore these people. After all, there was no one who could get
him into jail.

But he wanted to convince Messiah to lose.

In the end, Levi Garrison was imprisoned in a special prison.

The current sentence is life imprisonment.

It depends on his specific performance to reduce the sentence.

Time passed day by day.

Shao Xingtian and other trainees continued to train in accordance with Jin Fengtian’s
training plan, and their progress became more and more rapid.

It’s just that Jin Fengtian’s medicine ran out.

Everyone doesn’t treat it the same.

In everyone’s opinion, medicine is not of much use.

The other side.

In the northeast of Erudia, a deep mountain buried by heavy snow in Fengtian City.



This night, a group of men in black suddenly appeared.

They are like ghosts walking through the snowy mountains.

No traces were left, including footprints.

If anyone sees them, they will probably be regarded as monsters…

This team traveled very fast, and soon became one with the dark night.

Darkness is coming to this world…

The covenant of the gods is about to be broken.

Levi Garrison was not idle in the prison, he was also cultivating.

The old man passed him too much.

It is impossible to digest in a short time.

“It is estimated that the person behind the black dragon will really show up!”

Levi Garrison actually had a foreboding of the appearance of Heilong’s father.

“It’s not good, according to the report of the seventh team of the Dragon Group, I saw a
group of mysterious people appearing near Fengtian City in

the northeast!”

“Does the seventh team ask for instructions to stop it?”

Such a message came from the base of Yanlong Guard in Beijing.

“Block! Must be blocked! Check their identities! If necessary, catch them!”

“Immediately send additional manpower to the seventh team!”

…



Soon, the army gathered on a road south of Fengtian City.

The assembly of 80,000 soldiers is complete.

Just to stop the mysterious person.

The mysterious man is of course the black dragon father and the group.

They did not deliberately conceal their whereabouts.

Instead, he swaggered south.

It seems to be to tell the world that they are here.

Soon, they encountered an army of eighty thousand.

“This road is nowhere!”

“Come on, all squat down and accept our interrogation!”

Eighty thousand troops gave them enough oppression.

“If you don’t want to die, get out of the way!!!”

No one knows that Black Dragon’s father is extremely tough on this side.

Then a great war began.

Eighty thousand people were crushed.

The supreme-level powerhouse turned out.

Erudia was shocked.

The world is shocked.
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For a while, all parts of the world were ready to move.

“The covenant of the gods is broken!”

“The covenant of the gods is broken!”

“We can be born!!!”

…

An unprecedented darkness is about to envelop the whole world.

Erudia’s battle.

No one thought of it.

There are more than one or two Supreme Powers.

It has disappeared for a long time, or the supreme powerhouse that has been erased
from the data has actually come…

In fact, the supreme-level powerhouses have always existed, but the information and
rumors about them have been truncated and erased from the

source by various countries, creating a blank. m.bg.

99.9% of people don’t know.

Even if most Messiah people hadn’t read the information that day, they wouldn’t know.



“Sure enough! The supreme-level powerhouse has appeared!”

Everyone’s faces were extremely pale.

The cold sweat was rustling.

“Don’t look at them as having only three thousand people, the fighting power of these
three thousand people is simply terrifying! Three hundred

thousand people can’t stop it!”

“Hey, supreme-level powerhouses have appeared, the number is useless!”

“Unless they are brought together, nuclear bombing will be effective!”

“But it’s difficult, it’s impossible for someone to stand and let you fight!”

…

The entire Yanlong Guard was dead silent.

“I just heard the news that they broke the covenant of the gods! Now the whole world is
going to be in chaos!”

According to senior officials.

“What is the covenant of the gods?”

Everyone is at a loss.

“I don’t know for the time being, it’s still being verified. It’s probably an agreement made
to restrain the supreme powerhouse!”

“By the way, have you found out where this group is going?”

“I have been heading south, and I am now close to North Hampton and South
Hampton!”



…

In the North Hampton Qianlong Project Base.

Shao Xingtian and others are still training.

This is the first day they stopped the special potion of Fengtian.

The body has not felt any discomfort yet.

“Rumble…”

At this moment, suddenly a roar of thunder blasted over the base.

“Enemy attack!”

The base’s alarm sounded at the same time.

Everyone in the entire base immediately gathered together.

Looking straight ahead.

“boom!”

A terrible breath spread.

It’s like Mount Tai is pressing on the top.

Everyone was overwhelmed with breath.

That seems to be the scene of the real end.

Before this unprecedented pressure, Shao Xingtian and other practitioners began to
change their bodies.

The side effects of their medicine are about to happen…

Abruptly was urged out by this majestic pressure.



One.

Two.

Three.

…

Hundreds.

Thousands.

When Heilong’s father led the army to suppress, the entire Qianlong Plan base was
silent.

What kind of existence is this?

What are they doing here?

“puff!”

“puff!”

“Cough cough cough…”

“Puff!!!!”

…

At this time, Shao Xingtian and all of them reacted physically.

This time the side effects are too great.

Everyone coughed up blood and fell to the ground. Their organs were shrinking and
failing, and even their appearance was becoming extremely old.

Life energy is losing…



For the first time, Shao Xingtian felt that he dragged the body of a hundred-year-old
man.

“I don’t want it! I don’t want it!”

“Stop it!”

…

The students went crazy.

Seeing this, Black Dragon’s father sneered and said, “This is Messiah? Use medicine
that burns human vitality to forcibly increase strength?”

“Look now, the side effects are coming, none of these people can survive!”

When Heilong’s father reminded, everyone thought of one person-Levi Garrison.
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Levi Garrison said something similar before.

No one would believe it.

Is it really so?

Black Dragon’s father shook his head again and again: “Messiah used this kind of
indiscriminate means to train people? No, I should say that



you have a problem with your brain.

This kind of drug improves your strength at the moment of life and death. How do you
use it in your usual training?

This group of children must die! No one can live! “

“Yes, feel the body, the vitality is lost, the life essence and blood are coughed up…
Obviously it is the cost of burning life…”

Others also pointed out this fact.

“what???”

Everyone was surprised.

Especially after Shao Xingtian heard them, they were completely dumbfounded. ..

I think of it again, and there is no reaction after taking the medicine.

Basically, this matter can be determined.

“Who the hell has such a big hatred with Messiah, who uses this method to harm
people?”

Black Dragon’s father asked.

It’s impossible for Li Changan!

Levi Garrison is impossible!

That can only be Jin Fengtian!

understood! ! !

The progress of the students at first had nothing to do with Jin Fengtian.



It was everyone who participated in Levi Garrison’s special and ordinary training
program.

Later, in order to keep his position and his own interests, Jin Fengtian secretly used this
life-burning potion to achieve the effect of improvement.

Jin Bongtian deceived everyone…

In the international competition, Levi Garrison had raised questions a long time ago.

We also need to teach you methods to test.

It’s just that no one listened to him at the time.

On the contrary, he still thinks that he is instigating discord…

It turns out that people have seen it a long time ago.

Later, Li Changan discovered the clues and has been searching for evidence.

But he was beaten by Jin Fengtian and the others, saying it was theft of secrets and
treason.

Also killed Li Changan.

Blame!

Deep self-blame!

Thinking of this, Shao Xingtian vomited blood again.

Thinking about it now, Levi Garrison didn’t do anything wrong at all.

He killed both Jin Fengtian, not only to avenge Li Changan, but also to kill Erudia.

It’s just that everyone is blinded again.

They all think that Levi Garrison is wrong.



He was also put in prison and sentenced to life imprisonment.

understood!

Messiah was wrong again!

“boom!!!”

The heads of Shao Xingtian and others almost exploded.

It turns out that Levi Garrison has always been kind to them!

Let them improve first!

Several times later blocked Jin Fengtian from coming to save their lives!

But these people will avenge their grievances and kill Levi Garrison!

“puff!”

“puff!”

Soon, Shao Xingtian and others vomited blood.

Some people twitched a few times and then stopped moving.

Their lifespan is exhausted…

He died when he was less than twenty years old.

“I don’t want to die, I want to live!!!”

“Hurry up and let Mr. Levi Garrison come out and rescue us! He must have a way!”

“I’m still young, I don’t want to die? Why don’t I listen to Levi Garrison? Why why? Puff!!!”

A bloody dart shot, and another fell to the ground.



…

A similar scene is staged here.

Hundreds of students died one after another.

The people in charge of the base were shocked, and the students were even more
shocked.

At this time everyone thought of Levi Garrison’s arrival, it was too late, too late.

They wanted to call Levi Garrison to save people.

But they all took them to prison.

It’s too late to come.

“Puff!”

“Puff!”

…

People are still dying one by one.

“I’m unwilling…”

Shao Xingtian shouted, and he eventually fell to the ground.

“We blamed Levi Garrison again!”
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The person in charge of the base and everyone else was distraught.

They finally realized their mistake!

Levi Garrison is wrong!

He helped Erudia again!

They are sinners! ! !

Sin is unforgivable! ! !

Everyone should understand a truth-Levi Garrison is worthy of your trust at any
moment.

it’s good now.

Levi Garrison was imprisoned, and his heart was chilled for the second time!

Also let the genius seedlings of Qianlong Project abolish!

Blame Messiah! m.bg.

Blame Messiah for everything!

“Blam me, I’ll die!”

The person in charge was about to bump his head suddenly.

“boom!”

How could a terrible force stop him.

“Die later! Tell me where Levi Garrison is?”

Black Dragon’s father said.



“Ok?”

Everyone at the base was taken aback.

“You…who are you? What are you looking for Levi Garrison for?”

Everyone focused on the father of the black dragon.

At this moment, Messiah headquarters sent a message.

Everyone reacted one by one.

This is the mysterious team that defeated the 80,000 army in Fengtian.

They have come to North Hampton.

Come to see Levi Garrison.

“Let’s kill Levi Garrison!”

Heilong’s father showed sharp sharpness in his eyes.

“what???”

The person in charge of the base was shocked when he heard it.

This group of mysterious people who made a sensation all over the world, who
possessed supreme-level powerhouses, unexpectedly came to kill Ye

Levi.

“As far as I know, Levi Garrison has no grievances with you, right? How could you kill
him?”

The person in charge asked suspiciously.

“To tell you the truth, my son is the leader of the Avengers! Levi Garrison killed him!”



The Black Dragon father admits everything.

“what?”

Everyone came to understand now.

But Levi Garrison’s plan to kill the black dragon was also for Erudia!

“I heard that you took Levi Garrison, where is he? Tell me quickly!”

“Otherwise, kill all of you!”

Black Dragon’s father said coldly.

The head of the base and the others looked at each other.

Everyone understands what they mean.

Levi Garrison did his best for Erudia and gave so much.

Now he is more of an ordinary person, and he will undoubtedly die when he encounters
this group.

They want to protect him!

To make up for the two previous mistakes.

“Don’t think about it, you don’t want to know where Levi Garrison is!”

“Furthermore, the entire Erudia and Messiah will protect him! You want to kill him
without a door!”

“Where do you come from? Where do you go!”

…

Hearing this, Black Dragon’s father smiled.



“Even Messiah can stop us? You are the frogs at the bottom of the well after all!”

“Messiah dare to stop, we will destroy it with one hand!”

They are arrogant and domineering.

Don’t put anyone in the eye.

But they have this confidence!

“Tell me where Levi Garrison is, otherwise I will kill you all!”

Black Dragon’s father threatened.

“Stop dreaming!”

“Hurry up and spread the message! Let Messiah do everything possible to protect Levi
Garrison! Even if he is an ordinary person, he is Erudia’s

soul!”

The person in charge of the base has made a good faith belief in death.

“kill!”

Black Dragon’s father was expressionless.

Give an order.

Soon, the entire base fell.

“The big thing is not good! The mysterious organization attacked the Qianlong Project
base and everything was destroyed!”

“Their whereabouts next is unknown!”

…



Messiah began to mess up.

Knowing that the opponent has a supreme powerhouse in charge, there is more than
one.

They have no way at all.

“Block, block at all costs!”

“To protect Levi Garrison!”

…

Messiah can only do meaningless obstructions.

the other side.

“I found it, Levi Garrison was detained in Nanjing No. 1 Prison!”

Black Dragon’s father immediately dispatched them.
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After Messiah got the message.

He immediately issued an order: “Let people take Levi Garrison away immediately!
Protect his safety! He has paid too much for Erudia!”



“Then, order the Nine Heavenly Kings to lead their troops to the Nanjing No. 1 Prison
immediately!”

Nanjing No. 1 Prison.

Levi Garrison was locked here.

It’s dark.

life imprisonment.

At this moment, the warden hurried over with a group of people.

“Mr. Ye, you can withdraw quickly! It’s dangerous!”

“Ok?”

This made Levi Garrison stunned. mi. c

what happens?

“The order from Messiah, let us escort you out of here immediately, and ensure your
safety at all costs!”

“A group of very powerful beings are coming to kill you! The 80,000 troops sent by
Messiah are not stopping them!”

…

The warden told Levi Garrison what had happened.

“You are finally here!”

A cold light flashed in Levi Garrison’s eyes.

“Mr. Ye, please withdraw quickly, I have arranged someone to send you away!”

The warden urged.



Levi Garrison shook his head: “I won’t withdraw, I happen to be waiting for them!”

“Mr. Ye are you crazy?? You are just an ordinary person, how do you fight them?”

“They have supreme-level powerhouses, although I don’t know what the supreme-level
powerhouses are! Anyway, you should withdraw quickly! Yan

Longwei wants you to live!”

The warden and others pushed Levi Garrison to leave.

Levi Garrison smiled: “If you can wake up, it means that I can’t do all this for nothing!”

“Furthermore, they came at me. If I leave, I don’t know how many people will die!”

The warden was anxious: “Mr. Ye, we understand, but you are an ordinary person now.
Besides, the enemy doesn’t know how much stronger than the

Northern Devil! You go quickly!”

“Rumble…”

At this moment, there was a shaking movement in the Nanjing No. 1 Prison.

Everyone was stunned.

“It’s over, they’re here! I can’t leave now!”

The warden looked anxious.

Outside the Nanjing No. 1 Prison.

Three thousand black-clothed troops came and surrounded this place impenetrably.

Prison No. 1 quickly closed the gate and raised a high wall.

Used to stop the enemy.



Generally, the walls or gates of this special prison are extremely hard.

Even the missile can’t be fired.

Outsiders can’t break into it at all.

“Mr. Ye, don’t worry! The walls and gates of the prison are impenetrable! They can’t
open it! Unless there are weapons such as nuclear weapons…”

The warden couldn’t help but breathe a sigh of relief when he saw that the protection
was in place.

Also gave Levi Garrison a proud introduction.

“??!!!”

Only the next moment, a tearing sound was made.

The prison gates and walls were torn apart forcibly…

Something that the missile couldn’t open was torn apart by manpower.

The two elder brothers of Heilong were the ones who did it.

Two supreme-level powerhouses.

This is the difference between the Supreme and Grandmaster!

“Boom…”

Looking at the openings around the prison.

The warden was dumbfounded.

“They are stronger than imagined!”

…



“???……”

Soon, three thousand troops came over.

“Where is Levi Garrison? Come out and die!”

A loud shout came.

It’s like the sound of the sky is rolling.

The tremor caused many people’s ears to bleed and fell to the ground and rolled in pain.

The warden was completely stunned when he saw that the prison guards were
basically injured by this shock.

Strong!

too strong!

This enemy is unprecedentedly powerful…

Levi Garrison smiled: “I have been waiting for you for a long time!”


